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Gratitude isn’t just an emotion after getting what you 
wanted, it also stands for the little things you have, the 

silver lining or the calm after a storm, can be a cup of tea 
at the end of a hard day. We’ve weathered a difficult year 

and emerged unscathed and we are grateful.
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THE JOY OF GIVING WEEK 

No matter what form your generosity takes, it adds 
something to the world. Whether it makes someone’s day, 
eases their path, or just makes them smile, you’ve given 

something of yourself that is greater than anything it could 
have cost….

Soaking in the spirit of sharing is caring, we celebrated “Daan
Utsav” or the “Joy of giving Week” from 14th to 18th of
February with the characteristic gusto that marks all our events
and the entire Primary plunging into “Hafta Challenge” by
donating various items including clothes, stationery, chocolates
etc., to the lesser fortunate people around them.

The students were encouraged to share cards, smiles, chores
and their time too, in the true spirit of giving. The week began
with a PPT to explain the meaning and importance of ‘giving’.
There was a quote for everyday of the week and various
activities were held across grades.

“You give but little when you give of your possessions. It is when you give of yourself that you truly give.” 
- Kahlil Gibran



Activities were planned in such a manner so as to sensitize the students
to appreciating what they have and encourage them to look around and
help the less privileged. The ideas and suggestions the students came up
with led to interesting discussions.

The first and second graders had a story telling session by Ms. Hetal
Shah that ended with a ‘Jar of Giving’ activity, while the Third Grade
had a story session with Ms.Sagarika Khanna followed by a ‘Wheel of
Giving’ activity.

THE JOY OF GIVING WEEK

The fourth and fifth graders had a Paper Plate activity conducted by the
Art teachers and created a ‘Joy of Giving Tree’ in their Life Skills
class where they wrote in the shape of a tree, of things that made them
happy, creating an awareness of how much they had to be grateful for.

The week ended with a special assembly on the Gratitude and a song
video compiled by Mr.Jaison and Ms. Anitha.

The students were treated to motivational videos through the week
during their Life skill classes. They also shared with their peers during
Circle time on what they thought was the most thoughtful gift ever
received by them.



Art, in itself, is an attempt to bring order out of chaos. An artist is a dreamer consenting to dream of the actual world. Every child is an artist. Art is a
language. Art speaks where words are unable to explain. Creativity takes courage. Keeping this in mind, an online Art exhibition was organised to give
wings to every child’s creative instincts!

The Art Hub

The art exhibition showcased the beautiful creations of the students from Grades 1 to 10. Various styles and techniques like origami composition, creative drawing 
and composition, Number drawings, paper craft, Warli and doodle designs, Mandalas, puppet making, perspective composition, pencil shaving art, imaginative 
composition, relief craft, card making, 3D sculptured composition and traditional rangoli designs.  

Drawing at its best is not what your eyes see but what our mind understands ― Millard Sheets



Novellascape
“There is no rule on how to write. Sometimes it comes easily and 
perfectly: sometimes it’s like drilling rock and then blasting it out with 
charges.” ~ Ernest Hemingway

February, finally saw the culmination of a process that began early October, the
much eagerly awaited project by students of Grade 4, Novellascape.

Stories play a vital role in the growth and development of children. The books they
read and the characters they get to know can become like friends. Reading and
writing helps children with their confidence levels, coping with feelings besides
language and learning.

Studies show that children who practice creative writing more often are generally
better in other subjects too like math and science. Challenging themselves to come
up with creative thoughts and problem solving, building the confidence and
discipline students need to succeed in all areas of life.

A well-written piece involves a lot of thought, planning, organization, and use of
language to get a point across. This project provides a great platform for students at
expressing their thoughts and getting across their point of view.

Creativity seems to diminish as we get older. Those crazy stories of fairy tale
princesses battling ferocious dragons to save the town later turns into business
prose. So, let us all encourage our children to write, to be creative, to use their
imagination, and then praise them when they do.

BOOKS INSPIRE US TO DREAM.
BOOKS GIVE US THE TOOLS TO 

ACHIEVE OUR DREAMS



Novellascape

With this thought, we published almost 93 stories on a web page and
it was no less than a mini- library.

The project began after several brainstorming sessions about
different genres of books, description of characters, plots, settings,
ways of solving conflict and much more.
They were guided on how to effectively introduce a story, write in
sequential order and finish with an interesting conclusion. The whole
project took over three months to bring to fruition

What gives us pleasure is the fact that it is all penned by our very own students
and it was their maiden attempt.
The books were aptly accompanied by original illustrations, drawn and designed
by the students themselves.

The young authors shared their thoughts by recording a PPT embedded video
speaking about their favourite character, a short blurb and an experience of the
whole journey.



Early Years



Sync 2022
Values reflect our sense of right and wrong and help us create the future we want. The decisions we make every day are a
reflection of our values.

The annual drama ‘Sync 2022’ was another great example of the teamwork and values. It was planned, collaborated,
conceptualised and executed well by our teachers, children and parents.

Sync 2022 was released on 26th February, 2022 on MS Teams, wherein the parents, children, and the guests from sister schools
watched together. Children amazed everyone by participating in various adages like ‘Where there is a will, there is way’, ‘Eat
healthy be healthy’, ‘Save animals, birds & bees, Stop cutting down the trees’ etc. The performance and enthusiastic
participation by the children brought a big smile on everyone’s faces. It was indeed a spectacular Saturday morning to relish the
output of our team work.



Being inhabitants of distinct regions, we humans have diverse cultural backgrounds, we 
follow different religions and relish different types of food. In spite of being so different, 
there is something we all have in common and that is ‘Our planet Earth’.

The ‘Culmination of the EVS topic ‘Earth’ was held on March 3rd, 2022 in which every 
child was dressed in the native attire of a particular country and gave a brief yet 
significant information about the country they represented. 

The little ones spoke about the rich culture, popular tourist spots, historical monuments 
and exquisite delicacies. Their radiant performance was backed by extensive research 
which included unique and unusual facts that kept the audience rivetted to the show. 

Culmination of the topic ‘Earth’



Bonding among the family members was enhanced and it truly was a celebration 
to cherish the the moments and memories. In line with the theme ‘Family Fiesta’ 
some fun activities were planned like fun quiz, talent show, one- minute games 
like doodle with noodle and popcorn eating.  

The parents, teachers and children wholeheartedly enjoyed the celebration.

Family Fiesta

Family is like music, some high notes, some low notes, but always a beautiful song…”

Students of KG 1celebrated Family Fiesta on 12th March 2022. This celebration 
was a culmination of the EVS topic ‘My Family’ as had been taught to our 
students over the past couple of weeks. This seemed like a great way to bring the 
topic to a closure as we celebrated the Family Fiesta with all of our student’s 
family members coming together. 



Yoga Time

Listening to birds chirping Little chefs making 
sandwiches and pizzas  for 
the family

Value for the month – Spreading Happiness

Happiness is something we all look for and little do we realise that ‘Happiness is not somewhere out there, it’s right within us.’

The little angels of Early Years took up the onus of spreading happiness to everyone around them with their little gestures, acts of kindness and responsible
deeds. A whole lot of day-to-day activities such as listening to the birds, watering the plants, making your own bed and many more were spread over the
month of March to strengthen the value ‘Happiness’ in our souls. This was a great way to emphasize that every little deed can bring happiness and there are
so many beautiful reasons to be happy. Happiness comes from giving and our virtuous and obedient students diligently followed the happiness calendar and
executed all the little tasks assigned to them sincerely.

Caring and nurturing of Plants 



Little Scientists’ three great actions- explore, experiment and experience.
Science is the knowledge about the natural world that is based on facts
learned through experiments and observation. Science is more like a mystery
inviting anyone who is interested to become a detective and join in the fun.

Children learn best when they’re involved in the learning. They need their
senses engaged. It’s a great age to get children interested in science. They are
eager to explore and see how the world works and love hands-on science.
Hands-on science encourages the children to DO something – observe, ask
questions, touch, smell, experiment. Allowing children to really get into
science gives them the chance to make discoveries on their own. ... Critical
thinking skills are enhanced during such science activities.

That is what our children of Early Years did. They Montessori seniors and
KG2s performed the live science experiments during the class time and
surprised us all with their little fingers and great mind.
The children demonstrated, observed and explained the process for each
experiment. This was an opportunity for them to develop their oratory skills
as well. It was again a ‘teamwork’ as they learnt many things from each
other.
Children performed various science experiments like refraction, volcano
eruption, blowing a magic balloon, static energy, magnetism and many more.
It was great to see all the kids perform so well with lot of confidence. They
were wonderstruck seeing the science magic.
They truly proved that science is all magic and magic is all about science!!!



The year-end orientation for Kindergartners and Montessori Seniors was held for a smooth
transitioning of children to the subsequent class. Parents were given few tips on how to keep their
children productive during the summer break, and a ready reckoner of the concepts to be revised on
a regular basis was also provided. All parent queries and doubts were addressed. Montessori
Freshers and Juniors parents had a one on one PTM.

Year-end Orientation

KG2 and Montessori (Seniors) Graduation Day

Our little children completed their journey of Early Years with great pride and fulfilment. To
celebrate and recognize their success, Graduation Day was conducted at the end of the term.

Our grandaunts were called upon to share their experiences over the early years. With pride in
their eyes and looking splendid in their dignified graduation caps, they were felicitated with
graduation certificates which was handed over to them by their family members. The parent-guest
speakers shared their experiences with the audience and how proud they were to be a part of the
NPS family. The program was enjoyed equally by teachers, students and family members as the
little army embarks on its journey to a new beginning to Grade 1.



You want something go get it …in the end it’s worth it.
You lost yourself, rebuild! …in the end it’s worth it.
You started well but everything shattered, start again! …in the end it’s worth it.
You are running into a wall every time, climb it, overcome it! …in the end it’s 
worth it.
You feel no one understands you, strangers don’t matter, keep on moving …in 
the end it’s worth it.
You feel your dreams have evaporated through times, dream again ..in the end 
it’s worth it. 
You are journeying alone on a dusty road, keep exploring ..in the end it’s worth 
it. 

‘It’s easily said than done’, you may say. But I know a girl who never gave up
smiling through the worst storms of her life, even when she felt hopeless. She
was the first woman watchmaker and writer of Holland. The only survivor of
the ‘Holocaust’ of world war II, Corrie Ten Boom was the youngest in her
family, who mustered enough courage hiding people from getting arrested by
the Nazis in her home. Unfortunately, she and her family were betrayed and
arrested. All of a sudden, Corrie entered a nightmare, she was sent to a
concentration camp of the Nazis, with flea-infested straw beds to sleep. Corrie
never gave up on her faith and hope, she thanked God for the fleas too.

She found great courage in her hiding place. She saw thousands of women
being executed in front of her eyes every day. Amongst the torture she started
fiercely instilling hope in herself ‘not to give up’.
As the situation got hopeless each day, Corrie pressed on having hope to see
her day of breakthrough. The day came when she was to be executed.
Suddenly the officer in charge announces Corrie’s release, stating that there
had been an ‘error’ in arresting her. Corrie was released but sadly, her family
was executed. This shattered Corrie. But she decided to tell her story of miracle
to the world.

Corrie travelled 64 countries, penned many books, her book ‘the Hiding
Place’ became the bestseller. She was awarded Knighthood and doctorate for
all her post-war services. Corrie Ten Boom died at 91. Corrie never gave up
on life, she never stopped dreaming, she never stopped smiling, she never
stopped telling her story. As we roll through the dark days of pandemic and
wars surrounding us, thank your fleas (problems) as they make you strong and
courageous each day. Thank your fleas as you overcome them every time.
Thank your fleas for every small blessing and achievement is to be celebrated.
Thank your fleas as small happiness’s of our everyday life is to be rejoiced.
With every small joy that comes my way, I have learnt to thank my fleas,
count my blessings, build a joyful present and a hopeful future… because in
the end it’s worth it!!

- Ms. Yamini Raj

Musings…

Thank your Fleas!!
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-Prathima, Yamini and Malini

Warm summer sun,

Shine kindly here,

Warm southern 
wind,

Blow softly her
e.

- Mark Twain


